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ABSTRACT

Objective: The objective of this article is to elaborate how the form of remote work can be hindered in an institutional cultural context in non-Western countries.

Research Design & Methods: The article adopts data collection based on public report and news release in reference to the current academic literature of human resource management.

Findings: The article finds that the institutional contexts of non-Western countries, unlike those of Western countries, may hinder or limit remote work because of a poor fit between remote work and human resource management (HRM). The article reveals that the cultural context of non-Western countries, such as Japan, may hinder remote work because of collectivism, high context, high power distance, and high uncertainty avoidance.

Implications & Recommendations: The article implicates a possible diversity of how remote work can be implemented in relation to the institutional and cultural contexts of both Western and non-Western countries, such as Japan.

Contribution & Value Added: The article contributes to future international human resource management by showing that there are some institutional and cultural hindrances to remote work in certain countries. The text contributes to future international business and human resource management by showing that other non-Western countries may have similar problems in terms of the execution of remote work due to contexts that are different institutional and cultural from Western examples.
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INTRODUCTION

The Covid-19 pandemic has completely changed the landscape of strategy, organizations, and human resource management. During the pandemic, many people started to work at home instead of commuting to the workplace, bringing all work online by using online interaction tools (e.g. Zoom, Microsoft Meeting, and Google Hangouts). This tendency to adopt remote work may not simply be a temporary solution to the Covid-19 pandemic but may also be a permanent move to allow employees to work full time at home. Current studies tend to assume that remote work is not only inevitable but also triggers a change into a new style of work in the future (Collings et al., 2021). This change makes extensive use of information technologies (IT), such as collaboration software, online meetings, and communication tools. In particular, this change makes sense in North American and European countries, and some service industries suit remote work better than others (e.g. information technology and finance industries). Indeed, an iconic move towards permanent remote work was announced by Google, even following the end of this pandemic. The move to remote work is about to be gradually taken for granted, not only because it protects employees against the Covid-19 pandemic but also
because it promotes the employees’ productivity and motivation, especially those who are eager to keep a healthy balance between work and life, along with a high level of well-being.

This shift towards remote work may not be universally promoted or equally adopted across countries in the same way, simply because of the local institutional and cultural context in which employees work in a given country. In international human resource management (HRM), there are always variations in institutional and cultural practices between home and host countries. Each country has different institutional profiles whose influence includes regulatory and normative forces from institutional actors, such as lobbying, bank, state, education, trade union, and non-profit organizations, along with buyers and suppliers (Scott, 2008). These institutional actors are assumed to enable and constrain certain HRM practices. They also affect the national economy based on either liberal market economies (LMEs), which are based on competition, or coordinated market economies (CMEs), which are based on collaboration across institutional actors. Moreover, cultural contexts can also affect the implementations of certain HRM, especially because of power distance, collectivism, and individualism, but also high- and low-context communication (Hall, 1973; Hofstede, 2001; Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). The high-performance work system was formulated in the US culture – based on high individualism and low power distance — may not always be accepted in Asian countries, such as Japan, due to the local low individualism and high-power distance (Abo, 2015).

This article considers how the form of remote work can be hindered in the institutional cultural context of non-Western countries. Consequently, it reviews desktop search news and public reports of remote work in Japan from 2020 to 2021 in reference to theoretical constructs of institutional and cultural theories. The article analyses the implementation of remote work and generates implications for HRM practices.

The rest of the article is divided into five sections. The first section reviews the existing literature with a focus on relevant institutional and cultural theories. The next section briefly explains the research method, including data collection and analysis. The third section describes findings and discusses how both institutional and cultural constraints enable the implementation of remote work. The final section concludes by outlining the limitations observed in this study and by recommending avenues for future research.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The article examines the possibility that the institutional and cultural contexts of Japan may hinder the implementation of remote work during the Covid-19 pandemic and later. The study stems from institutional and cultural theories (Scott, 2008; Hofstede, 2001; Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010), which strongly implicate how differently remote work can be implemented in the context of Japan. Using current literature regarding news and reports of remote work before and during the Covid-19 pandemic, mainly in Western countries, this study elaborates why remote work implementation can be difficult in Japan.

Data were collected via news and public reports in two stages. First, I conducted data collection by using key words in Japanese, such as ‘Covid-19,’ ‘remote work,’ ‘telework,’ and ‘Japan,’ using a news archive in 6-16 January 2021. There appeared more than 100 000 results in Google news search, and I briefly checked the top 300 hits to examine institutional cultural influence on the execution of remote work in Japan. Broad categories regarding HRM practices emerged in terms of why remote work may be hindered. These are types of recruitment, employment, appraisal, trainings, and daily routines and communication. Then, I used these practices for further search in order to see how these practices were conducted before and after Covid-19. At the second stage, I added some industry and government reports about remote work during Covid-19.

During the data analyses, these broad categories were sorted by the cause of hindrance of remote work into two social influences: institutional and cultural contexts in Japan. After the iterative process of theory and data collection, the sorting reached seven categories of HRM practices that can be constrained by institutions and culture in Japan: seniority-based HRM; long-term employment; process-based appraisal; teamwork; on-the-job training (OJT); overtime work; surveillance.
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LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY DEVELOPMENT
Remote work emergence, its benefits, and drawbacks
Following the Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown in Europe and North America in 2020, remote work quickly became a de facto work style. Many companies already adopted remote work, mainly for work-life balance, especially for employees with families. However, the Covid-19 pandemic triggered a rush towards remote work, making it crucial for business continuity. Reports by OECD (2020) show that remote work is a convenient and useful solution to the Covid-19 pandemic. During lockdowns, the public were required to isolate and quarantine themselves from the spread of Covid-19. They were also required to work from home whenever possible and not commute to work in their offices. Consequently, remote work has been required in all organizations (OECD, 2020; Ozimek, 2020). The OECD (2020) reports that how the remote work is implemented varies by country and company: highly skilled workers in knowledge-intensive industries, such as management education (e.g. Brammer & Clark, 2020), are more suited for remote work than low-skilled workers in less knowledge-intensive industries and manufacturing. In addition, remote work could have some advantages, such as saving commute time, shorter work time, flexible working hours; while the disadvantages include overtime work, an unbalanced work-life ratio, and work intensification (George, Lakhani, & Puranam, 2020; Leonardi, 2020; OECD, 2020). However, most literature regarding the matter focuses on Western countries, particularly North America and Europe.

Remote work is associated with productivity and wellbeing. Taking an example of a consulting firm, Dahik et al. (2020) conclude that perceived own productivity has increased through remote work, although there are variants in outcomes depending on functions. Remote work in the pandemic may have a profound impact on the well-being of employees, many of whom feel isolated from society. In a global survey of 2700 employees, Smith (2020) reports that 75% of all respondents feel socially isolated, while 67% of them feel highly stressed, while more than half feel high anxiety and are emotionally exhausted. However, this low level of wellbeing has to be carefully examined and independently analysed in remote work without the effects of the pandemic. Furthermore, this move towards remote work varies according to industry and organizations. For example, IT industries are used to this remote working style, and some made it a permanent style of work in the post-Covid-19 pandemic. In contrast, manufacturers continue to commute, produce, and ship products from site, as do other service industries – such as restaurants and cafes – possibly causing difficulties to adopt about remote work (e.g. Collings et al., 2021). The relationship between remote work productivity and well-being is even more complicated.

The existing literature tends to argue for the consequences and effects of remote work, on the assumption that remote work is inevitable and thus accepted thoroughly during the Covid-19 pandemic in Western countries. This may be so due to the fact that most studies focus on Western countries, both Europe and North America, where remote work had been accepted to some degree as a proper form of work. However, this may not be true in non-Western countries, such as Japan. By taking Japan as an example, the next subsection discusses the possibility that remote work – albeit absolutely inevitable during the Covid-19 pandemic in the Western countries – may not be seen as useful outside of the Western world.

Japanese HRM’s institutional and cultural context
As in Western countries, the Covid-19 pandemic forced the Japanese government to encourage remote work in all organizations (OECD, 2020; Ozimek, 2020). Indeed, the OECD (2020) indicates that how remote work is implemented varies according to country and company: highly-skilled workers in knowledge-intensive industries, such as management education (e.g. Brammer & Clark, 2020), are more suited for remote work than low-skilled workers in less knowledge-intensive industries and manufacturing. In addition, remote work could have some advantages, such as saving commute time, shortening work time, and promoting flexible working hours; while the disadvantages include overtime work, an unbalanced work-life ratio, and work intensification (George et al., 2020; Leonardi, 2020; OECD, 2020). These advantages and disadvantages can also be found remote work in Japan (NIRA,
However, the Japanese government has been promoting remote work for full-time and part-time employees, and also for freelancers, since before the Covid-19 pandemic, and it had already set up a call centre, subsidiary, and seminars for remote work (MLHW, 2020).

This shift towards remote work may not be implemented in Japan as in the Western countries because of an institutional and cultural context of Japanese HRM. In the institutional context, seniority-based HRM has traditionally been a standard of Japanese HRM, although with some variations (Endo et al., 2015). Indeed, before the Covid-19 pandemic, Japan had less remote work than Western countries because it has a traditional work culture, in which employees are encouraged to collaborate with others through teamwork rather than relying on individual work-based performance: teamwork is promoted and evaluated without clear boundaries of individual responsibility rather than working as an individual. Japanese seniority-based HRM is usually associated with manufacturing plants and, thus, may not be accompanied with remote work because of the necessity to work on site (Sekiguchi, Froese, & Iguchi, 2016). Furthermore, the dominant manufacturing sector in Japan, including large, small, and medium-sized firms, may hinder the execution of remote work due to the lack of resources and IT facilities, especially for small and medium-sized parts manufacturers (Gordon, 2017). The Covid-19 pandemic may also have led to a change from long-term to short-term employment. Moreover, Japan’s tradition of process-oriented rather than results-oriented appraisals may hinder the execution of remote work (Sekiguchi et al., 2016). In contrast to the high adoption ratio of remote work in Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon countries, with around 40-50% working remotely (OECD, 2020), a recent public report shows that remote work has gradually been adopted by around 30% of Japanese firms, who have either already adopted or will adopt remote work in the future (MIAC, 2020; NIRA, 2020a/b). This confirms a public report which shows that firms in the US adopted remote work swiftly and reduced the workforce (e.g. Bartik et al., 2020; Brynjolfsson et al., 2020).

Japan has less remote work than Western countries because it has a traditional work culture, in which employees are encouraged to collaborate with others through teamwork rather than relying on individual work-based performance: teamwork is promoted and evaluated without clear boundaries of individual responsibility. Indeed, remote work cannot be separated from communication styles between employees. In particular, Japan is characterized as a high-context culture (Hall, 1973) rather than low-context culture. This point is strongly implicated as to how remote work may not work well in the Covid-19 pandemic in a high-context culture (e.g, Singh & Matsuo, 2004). In high-context cultures, what is important besides message delivery and exchange are situational factors, external environments, and non-verbal communication. As in Southern European and Arabic countries, Japan is one of the most context-oriented countries in which paralanguage and facial expressions matter to communication as well as setting and timing of communication (Boyacigiller & Adler, 1991). In contrast, clear and explicit messages are highly appreciated in low-context cultures, especially in Anglo-Saxon and Northern European countries. This low-context culture is likely to affect and perhaps hinder remote work because messages that include context are preferred. In addition, Japanese culture is characterized by collectivism, high-power distance, and paternalism. This may imply that Japan is unfit for remote work based on the assumption that work is assigned and monitored individually and remotely rather than through physical working together in an office (House, 2004; Hofstede, 2001; Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Institutional constraints on remote work

The study identified three institutional constraints in terms of Japanese HRM practices: seniority, long-term employment, and process-oriented appraisal.

Change from seniority- to performance-based HRM

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, scholars widely acknowledged that Japan has gradually started to move from seniority-based to performance-based HRM. For example, Aoki et al. (2007) found that Japanese firms are becoming increasingly diverse in terms of their adopted HRM practices. Some studies em-
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phasised a shift to westernised HRM practices in Japan, with the gradual adoption of the concept of performance-based HRM instead of seniority-based HRMs (Morris et al., 2006; Keizer et al., 2012). Other studies indicate a divide between Japanese and westernised HRM practices according to the industry and foreign ownership (Morris et al., 2018). Manufacturers tend to keep seniority-based HRM more than non-manufactures, while active foreign shareholders tend to prefer to promote performance-based HRM than keeping seniority-based HRM. Studies provide a nuanced picture of the difference between adopting a westernised or keeping a traditional Japanese HRM. The persistent adoption of lifetime and long-term employment is often limited to core employees with full-time tenured contracts and does not extend to temporary or part-time contracts that do not guarantee employment until retirement age (as reported in Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare; MHLW, 2020). Conventional HRM continues to persist in some traditional large Japanese firms, including manufacturers and service providers, who rely on subcontracting and hiring part-time workers. This report also shows that there is a mix of continuity and change in Japanese HRMs practices among small and medium-sized firms, while younger Japanese firms may adopt westernised HRM practices. Thus, for some Japanese firms, the seniority-based HRM is still an institutionally legitimate practice in Japan.

In the post-Covid-19 pandemic era, remote work may be limited only to those who adopt performance-based HRM rather than those who stick with traditional seniority-based HRM. Generally, remote work is more suited to the westernised performance-based HRM, which assumes that the managers plan, assign, monitor, and evaluate the jobs of subordinates, with a clear scope of command and control on an individual basis (Sekiguchi et al., 2016). Facing the necessity of remote work, Japanese HRM based on long-term employment and teamwork may need to be reconsidered. Otherwise, remote work may be treated as a temporary solution and will be forgotten as soon as the pandemic is over for those firms who tend to stick to traditional seniority-based HRM. Nevertheless, a change in HRM may be more closely associated with the industry and size of firms, as briefly indicated in a public report of Japanese firms in knowledge-intensive industries (e.g. IT and finance). Moreover, highly-skilled workers are likely to continue to adopt remote work in the post-Covid-19 era.

Thus, further research should focus on change and continuity in Japanese HRM via remote work in the post-Covid-19 era. In particular, how and why does remote work trigger change and or maintain continuity in HRM in Japan?

Long-term and lifetime employment

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, Japan’s traditional long-term and lifetime employment had been at risk because of economic stagnation, as in the rest of the world (e.g. Verma & Anders, 2020). In particular, large multinational companies (e.g. automotive and electronic manufacturers) continued to restructure their businesses since the 2000s. For example, Panasonic announced its corporate restructuring in 2009 (Panasonic, 2009) and stated that it was going to reduce its workforce by around 10,000 employees. The tradition of long-term and lifetime employment resulted also from the choices made by Japanese firms, often influenced by factors such as best practices, corporate owners’ and investors’ profiles (e.g. Japanese or non-Japanese), and type of business (e.g. Morris et al., 2018). Nevertheless, long-term and lifetime employment can still be found in some large Japanese firms but is usually reserved for core employees with tenured contracts – hired as university graduates – and excludes peripheral employees with limited-term contracts and part-time employees (MHLW, 2020).

After the Covid-19 pandemic, remote work may be differently adopted according to types of employment, including both core and peripheral employees. On the one hand, core employees may continue remote work with secured employment, while on the other hand, peripheral employees will simply be dismissed. This may eventually accelerate into a more flexible form, possibly changing core employees into peripheral ones with temporary and part-time contracts, or more outsourcing may be used (MHLW, 2013). This change is already evident in macro data. For example, a government report shows a rise in the unemployment rate in Japan, from 2% in 2020 to nearly 3% in 2021, which echoes that of the rest of the world. Japan’s increase in the unemployment rate is consistent with the rest of the world, such as the USA, where firms have increasingly laid off employees and reduced working time (Dey & Loewenstein, 2020). Even large traditional Japanese manufacturers...
have started to question the efficiency of long-term and lifetime employment. For example, Akio Toyoda, the president of Toyota, announced that lifetime employment may no longer be sustainable. This statement was controversial and shook not only the automotive industry but also the rest of the industry in Japan (Toyotatimes, 2021). This parallels the corporate restructuring of Panasonic following its formal announcement that it would reduce workforce. This shift may become more apparent with the widespread adoption of remote work and the high unemployment rate following the Covid-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, remote work has the potential to reduce office costs and enable employees to work in a more productive manner, perhaps leading to a sustained or even increased use of long-term and lifetime employment.

Thus, further research should focus on remote work in relation to long-term and lifetime employment in the post-Covid-19 era. In particular, how is remote work utilized in long-term and lifetime employment?

**Process-oriented appraisal**

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, a process-oriented appraisal was evident in a series of studies conducted in 2010s. Some scholars emphasized a change from process-oriented towards results- and outcome-based appraisals. Keizer (2012) also concludes that process-based appraisals with seniority are replaced by results- and performance-based appraisals in some Japanese firms, a trend confirmed by Sekiguchi (2013). Indeed, Sekiguchi (2013) concludes that performance-based HRM practices – initially treated as a management fashion in the 1990s – had become institutionalized in Japanese firms. Other scholars found that traditional process-based evaluation with seniority remained in many Japanese firms. For example, Aoki et al. (2014) find that Japanese manufacturers shift towards a more American style in both domestic and international plants so as to improve labour productivity. These authors also illustrate that some Japanese manufacturers acquired by US multinational corporations (MNCs) adopt performance-based HRM across all levels of their organization, from managers to factory workers, while in other manufacturing companies’ performance-based HRM is limited only to managers. Furthermore, a recent study by Morris et al. (2018) investigates both traditional large Japanese firms (e.g. electronic manufacturers and telecommunications providers) and non-traditional younger large Japanese firms (e.g. retailers and information technology providers). Therefore, performance appraisal methods may vary depending on the ratio of foreign shareholders who tend to push towards performance-based appraisals rather than simply the size and length of operations (MHLW, 2013; 2020). All in all, a process-oriented appraisal is still institutionally legitimate for those Japanese firms that adopt seniority-based HRM.

In the post-Covid-19 era, remote work may be renounced in those Japanese firms who stuck with a process-oriented appraisal simply because remote work is more fitted to results-based evaluation. In fact, the firms that adopted process-oriented evaluation currently face difficulties in evaluating the work process following Covid-19 (e.g. COJ, 2020; NIRA, 2020a; b). In particular, it is difficult for managers to evaluate the process of the subordinate’s remote work because they had previously been able to monitor and closely communicate with them in the office. Consequently, the amount of overtime that employees do may increase when they work remotely, which is often perceived and evaluated positively at Japanese firms that have adopted process-oriented appraisals. In addition, this change matters not to staff but managers, who have subordinates to evaluate. For Japanese firms who had already adopted result-based evaluation, this change may be supported and reinforced by implementing remote work.

Thus, further research should focus on remote work in relation to both process- and results-oriented appraisals in the post-Covid-19 era. In particular, how can remote work be reconciled with the existing process-oriented evaluation or promote results-oriented evaluation?

**Cultural constraints on remote work**

The study identified four elements as possible practices in remote work that could be greatly affected by Japanese cultural characteristics: collectivism, high-context culture, high-power distance culture, and high-uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede, 2001; 2010).
Collectivism: Teamwork
Before the Covid-19 pandemic, the importance of teamwork was already being implicitly questioned by a move towards performance-based HRM, manifesting the collectivist national culture (Hofstede, 2010; Abo, 2015). On the one hand, teamwork in Japan has long been emphasized in manufacturing operations, such as just-in-time, kaizen, nemawashi, and total quality management (e.g. Kotabe, 2020). The concept of teamwork has been used by large manufacturers because it enables workers to feel responsible for an end product, rather than the job that they are assigned to do. However, the concept of a team is not limited only to the individual level, such as teams and peers (e.g. Keiretsu can be seen as an interorganizational manifestation of teamwork). On the other hand, the conception of teamwork has been questioned and perhaps downplayed by those Japanese firms who adopted performance-based evaluation. Morris et al. (2018) demonstrate that performance-based evaluation may lead to the denial of teamwork because working as a team may conflict with individual performance. A performance-based HRM with a focus on individual evaluation goes hand-in-hand with anti-teamwork, which downplays the value of teamwork. Finally, the manufacturing industry has one of the lowest levels of adoption of remote work (NIRA, 2020a; b).

In the post-Covid-19 era, remote work may be limited to individual work rather than teamwork because the collectivistic tendency may remain unchanged. Indeed, as a core part of teamwork, the formerly conducted intensive communication among colleagues is very difficult in remote work (NIRA, 2020a; b). Some Japanese employees continue to commute to their offices despite the pandemic because of a perceived need of teamwork or simply because they follow their managers’ orders. This aligns with the collectivist aspects of process-oriented evaluation and long-term orientation, especially apparent in manufacturing (e.g. COJ, 2020; NIRA, 2020a; b). Otherwise, the adoption of remote work might continue to be limited to non-manufacturing industries and highly knowledge-intensive sectors (OECD 2020). In addition, the limitation of socialization practices may affect the quality of teamwork because socialization helps employees to know and understand other team members and, thus, work towards shared goals (Brammer, Branicki, & Linnenluecke, 2020).

Further research should focus on remote work and collectivist culture in relation to types of work, function, and industry in the post-Covid-19 era. In particular, how can teamwork coexist with or be reduced through remote work?

High context culture: Training
Before the Covid-19 pandemic, training at Japanese firms was provided by a combination of on-the-job (OJT) and off-the-job training, which is part of a high-context culture (Hall, 1973). In particular, OJT was a core part of Japanese manufacturers work on the assembly line, and it ensured that workers were able to learn tacit knowledge at work. In general, Japanese manufacturers proactively adopt OJT on site and use apprenticeship in which fresh graduates are supposed to work together with experienced employees. This type of OJT goes hand-in-hand with the importance of on-site presence for Japanese firms to create knowledge (e.g. Nonaka et al., 2001). This type of apprenticeship is now mentorship-driven training in the talent management system (Hosomi, Sekiguchi, & Froese, 2020). However, Japanese-styled training is a much more informal mentorship when compared with Western formal mentorship, which is in alignment with long-term and lifetime employment, informal network within a firm, and teamwork promotion. This strong preference for OJTs was strongly linked to the importance of organizational harmony and clan relationship between employees and organizations, which is often characterized as ‘company as family’ (Bhappu, 2000).

In the post-Covid-19 era, remote work may be abandoned for OJT activities online simply because it is not easy to implement OJTs. Remote work also limits constant communication with mentors, supervisors, and peers because they prefer to communicate not only with verbal but also non-verbal messages. In particular, OJTs assumed that supervisors and supervisees work together in the same office or on the shop floor. Here, supervisees can learn implicit and explicit knowledge by shadowing their supervisors, which may be limited by remote work. Otherwise, remote work may be equipped with new technologies to constantly connect supervisors and supervisees as part of OJTs.
Thus, further research should focus on remote work and the implementations of OJTs in relation to types of work, function, and industry in high-context cultures in the post-Covid-19 era. In particular, how can remote work sustain or dismiss OJT in high-context rather than low-context communication?

**High power distance: Overtime work**

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, overtime work was a contentious topic in Japan that was frequently criticized and roundly condemned in the media discourse, which manifested a cultural construct of high-power distance between the managers and the managed (Hofstede, 2010). This was strongly linked to a trend characterizing Japanese firms as either black, white, or grey (e.g. Russell, 2017). On the one hand, black Japanese firms tend to exploit employees by relying on overtime work and they have a poor reputation. They pressure employees to illegally work overtime, they harass their employees, and they pay them few benefits. White Japanese firms tend to care about the health and well-being of their employees, have benefit programs, comply with employment law, and have a good reputation. Their employees are treated with respect, do less overtime work, are not harassed, and receive many benefits. Gray Japanese firms move between black and white. Overtime work in Japan is closely associated with overtime death, in which employees commit suicide or suffer heart attacks or strokes due to the pressures of overtime work. Overtime work is perceived very negatively but can be explained by different factors, such as molecular (genetic), micro (individual), meso (organizational), and macro (cultural) evolutionary forces (Timming, 2020).

In the post-Covid-19 era, remote work may either reduce or further increase overtime work in reference to power relationship between managers and the managed. On the one hand, overtime work could be increased by remote work, partially because employees may face a blurred boundary between work and life balance because their colleagues constantly send messages via email and chat applications (e.g. Morris & Hassard, 2020), which possibly refers to gender issues and productivity in remote work (e.g. Feng & Savani, 2020), particularly women with a family. These constant messages and persistent interruptions and distractions may unnecessarily prolong work time. In addition, those who live with families and children during the lockdown may face difficulties in their work time because they need to deal with work and life chores (NIRA, 2020). On the other hand, overtime work may be significantly decreased by remote work. Indeed, some employees may work more efficiently and in a shorter time in the post-Covid-19 era because they are freed from chores and unnecessary conversations caused in the office, and hence can work more productively.

Thus, further research should focus on remote work and overtime work in high power distance cultures in relation to types of work, function, and industry in the post-Covid-19 era. In particular, how can the problem of overtime work be solved by remote work in high power distance cultures?

**High uncertainty avoidance: Surveillance**

Before the Covid-19 pandemic, employees were expected to closely communicate with managers on site. Therefore, it was reasonably easy for managers to monitor how subordinates work in the office. In cross-cultural studies, this is characterized as part of high uncertainty avoidance, as frequently argued for the case of Japan (Hofstede, 2010). This is connected to the importance of the employee’s attitude and personality rather than that of skills based on lifetime employment, which is closely associated with OJTs and process-oriented appraisal. The need to work on site is emphasized so that managers need to constantly stay in touch with and observe subordinates for evaluation, OJTs, teamwork, unity, and so on. Moreover, this is closely associated with overtime work, in which employees were observed to work longer than necessary so as to show a work process and hard they work in the office.

In the post-Covid-19 era, remote work may promote online surveillance for those who used to evaluate and be evaluated by how hard employees work on site (e.g. Hodder, 2020). In remote work, this may be connected to a need for managers to constantly observe and monitor whether or not the subordinates work properly without absence at home. Several technologies can already support managers who wish to monitor their subordinates as they did before the Covid-19 pandemic. For example, software applications such as KnockMe! and LOOOC can keep the employee’s camera on and show their work on the monitor, which enables the managers to monitor and even interrupt...
whenever they want. However, this surveillance activity may raise legal issues regarding employees’ privacy, and it may also breach employment law, as identified in the legal issues of remote work in Romania and Hungary (e.g. Vallasek & Melypataki, 2020).

Thus, further research should focus on how remote work agrees with online surveillance systems in high and low uncertainty avoidance cultures. Furthermore, what should be examined in more depth is the relationship between firms in high and low uncertainty avoidance cultures, along with methods and frequency of online surveillance systems. In particular, are surveillance systems implemented for lower knowledge-intensive workers or lower knowledge-intensive industries in both high- and low-uncertainty avoidance cultures? If so, then why? And if not, then why not?

CONCLUSIONS

This article aimed to elaborate how the form of remote work can be hindered in the institutional cultural context of non-Western countries. By talking Japan as an example of non-Western countries, the study clarified how remote work can be hampered by institutional and cultural contexts in Japan. On the one hand, I identified institutional constraints in relatively formal HRM practices, such as seniority, long-term employment, process-oriented appraisal. On the other hand, I found cultural constraints in more informal and daily work and communication, such as teamwork, training, overtime, and surveillance.

This article implicates that the execution of remote work may not have been universally efficient as argued in the current literature based on cases from Western countries. This implication can be especially the case for those non-Western countries, such as Asian countries, where seniority and long-term employment are prioritized over performance and short-term results. Moreover, it can also be the case for those countries whose cultures prefer collectivism, high context communication, high power distance, and high uncertainty avoidance. This raises a serious concern about the assumption that remote work has been preferred and was even essential during and even after the pandemic as observed in the Western countries.

I should mention some research limitations of the above study. First, the research was based on news archives and reports published mainly in 2020, thus this timeline may be short to conclude the institutional and cultural effects on remote work. However, this article shows some results regarding the possible institutional cultural constraints in Japan. Second, this study is based solely on the case of Japan, so it may not be generalizable to other non-Western countries. However, the article shows possible key constraints of remote work that have been heretofore almost neglected in the subject literature.

This article opens up new research avenues for the future. Possible research questions encompass such matters as how remote work can be hindered by institutional and cultural constraints in other non-Western countries, such as Asian and the others, which have similar institutional and cultural profiles to Japan? Another question could be how national culture enables remote work to be adopted across Western and non-Western countries.
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